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Then We Remember (50 Years of Unicamp) 
by Helen Iacovino 
 
50 years ago the hippies came here,  
perhaps it’s not what they called themselves, 
but they followed threads of potential 
across the pond, the streams, 3 springs, 
the terrain, escarpment & caves –  
so many landscapes, so much to learn, 
on the land they listened to, shaped & revered.  
 

we remember ten thousand years 
of hunters in forests, 
tending deer, their awe on the hilltops; 
a land of vision, for the inner eye 
to leap along streambanks 
& soar with clouds & stars.  
 

we remember friends 
no longer here – a trail,  
a bridge, a bench, a beach 
that even now mark their footsteps 
as we walk the paths they trod.  
 

now the flower moon 
draws up earth’s energies, 
brings them to itself 
in the power of growing things, 
the power of Coyote waxing 
upon the mountaintop, 

Sunrise on Cowpie, Watercolour, by Lauren Renzetti 

the opening of the world 
into realms of possibility.  
 

this is a place of spirits of place, 
every firefly brings its meaning, 
the trees bend their shadows 
among dragonflies, chipmunks & treehouses 
& we slowly weave our web.  
 

it’s a land of harmony,  
a 50 year experiment 
in how the world should be;  
like the animals we creep 
across the land, each bringing 
different gifts, each using 
different parts, as we combine 
these puzzle pieces to create our world, 
 

& above us the pines 
rustle in agreement, & whisper 
come as you are,  
not as you think you are.  

Walking with Fireflies – Photo by Jeff Baker 



Spirit of the Land 
by Helen Iacovino 
 

the spirit of the land overtakes us 
ever willing, ever here 
the way it always has been here, 
everywhere new shoots & blackberry shrubs, 
the land in its springtime bounty.  
 

in the evening the frogs rise up 
& the ghosts settle, 
the unknown shrub shows it’s a lilac, 
doubled by the mirror of the pond. 
I find daisies and devil’s paintbrush 
& learn how jack-in-the-pulpit hides. 
 

here before us & here after us, 
the roads we made wash out 
in endless summer downpours, 
while the cliffs are ever-living 
& the streams & trees go on.  
 

land ever sacred, sacred for a long time, 
sacred ever since time began, 
3 streams & a rock-face,       
giant limestone boulders 
among the evening chorus 
of birds & bullfrogs, sacred 
among all walkers.�

Sunrise from Cowpie Hill – Photo by Jeff Baker 

The Kahunas of Camp, Watercolour, by Lauren Renzetti 

we round the wheel, we round the day, 
we feel out the pattern 
& bring it into our living. 
what is in the world, 
& what is in my head, 
& does this difference matter? 
 

in the stillness of evening 
I need to string myself flat, 
stretch out on the sand, 
become my reflection, & that of the trees, 
become the iceberg below the waterline, 
& listen to the sunset’s call.  
 

in the evening comes the western bear, 
land of visions in endless birdsong 
where the world takes flight, 
as we look for the light of open spaces, 
while on these dark wooded paths, 
from unknown worlds, 
the shadows reach over. 



 
Journey with the Dragonflies 
by Helen Iacovino 
 

to reclaim what I have forgotten 
I enter the world of the dragonflies, 
I follow the footsteps of many dead people, 
something is coming unleashed in the dawn. 
 

all around me acorns are falling 
as earth slowly turns towards autumn, 
with the last strong sunrays creating mists on the water 
and the odd green leaf fluttering down – 
this is the season of the goddess returning, 
returning to reseed & returning to ripen. 
 

through overgrown brush I thought I saw 
the path leading to one of the loon’s secret places, 
but then the paths all together converged in the forest 
over the leaf-falls of many dead winters – 
 

not all alone, I am never alone, 
there always is something calling 
 

the mist moves like smoke and from nearby rushes 
comes the mystery of a furious splashing, 
then on the still path just my own footsteps falling.  
falling, falling – the season is falling & summer is fading, 
to emerge on the underside of the morning. 

Dragonflies, Acrylic on canvas, by 244 hands, 2012 

it remains, it remains – the sound & the water, 
the glassy-eyed surface, the fire of the sun-star 
calling to the flat water, and mists light as air,  
& earth waiting in wonder – 
this day & all days, when dead people were walking, 
the same world, the same squirrels, the flat glass of water – 
then the loon like a conch shell 
calls the frogs to awaken. 
 

where is the spot to best see the real world –  
to clearly see what the sky has to offer, 
to find the berries waiting for me – 
all paths converge over dead leaves of past winters, 
all places are one, it is all the same water, 
& the mists rushing to meet it,  
to become air floating on water, 
lit by the sun’s fire as pinecones are falling, 
& all around me frogs croaking, squirrels stirring, 
as everything becomes only one river.  
 

I walk among tree stumps, I walk through the meadow, 
I walk to the hilltop to feel its blazing sunshine, 
this now is the real world, the sky pulled to all corners – 
then to the songs of the crickets & the cries of the mallards 
I turn on the path through soft dappled sunshine 
& slowly through trees I return with my vision.  
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Calico Pennant dragonfly – Photo by Jeff Baker 



We Polish The Stone 
by Helen Iacovino 
 
we polish the stone we’ve been given  
where Raven and Turtle are present, 
warming the cold stone with our light, 
heating the world with our words and our brainwaves. 
 

ever retrieving the stones that we’re finding,  
stones continuously arising from earth, 
arising from beaches, arising from meadows, 
growing like flowers by streambanks & fences. 
 

 

World Turtle, Acrylic, by many hands, 2011 

in the labyrinth’s circles power surrounds us,  
slowly it draws us into trusting the circle, 
trusting the Raven and trusting the Turtle, 
who toss stones between them, flashing many colours. 
 

like water we polish our stones, 
water wearing down, water beating, 
water caressing & water singing, 
our feet addicted to the waves lapping over, 
our feet never wanting to emerge from the water. 
 

we polish the stone we have chosen, 
we carry our stones, mill-stone & gem-stone, 
through the labyrinth where a path has been trodden, 
our hands clutching stones, our minds turned to the center, 
 

where trusting the Raven & trusting the Turtle, 
a rainbow is growing to join all worlds together.  
 
 
 

 

Baby snapping turtle emerging from nest – Photo by Jeff Baker 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Autumn Labyrinth 
by Helen Iacovino 
 

like Coyote in unfamiliar terrain,    
continually learning new ways to walk, 
I step across packed sand through fallen leaves 
& lift my feet higher, with lighter steps –  
 

distant leaves falling 
sound like people in the forest, 
as foot-fall & leaf-fall subtly blend 
into just one sound: 
sound of the whole world falling 
towards its winter dreams. 
 

under sun, under trees, 
my terrain is everywhere, 
the gift of one of the last days 
in the dying forest, 
before winter’s looming grip 
& the uncertainty we always look into. 
 

freedom is never real –  
birds & rhythms, 
airplanes & timetables, 
all are bound & chained 
& each leaf predetermined underfoot. 
 

The First Stream to the Pond, Watercolour, by Lauren Renzetti 

the ever-present brook 
is full in a season of much rain 
with cool water we can’t step twice in, 
as every falling leaf 
makes its statement to the world 
& like a spirit among trees 
falls to join all other countless things. 
 

we count, we count anyway, 
determined to do what can’t be done –  
as the labyrinth’s circles give & take away –  
give us 2 chances on the path, 
as there & back we pass through twice, 
through the shifted stones 
& seashells torn by frost, 
the centre telling of a day like this 
when through bright sunshine, among trees, 
the birds answered each other’s songs.  

 
 
 

Red Cedar on the way to the Labyrinth  
Watercolour, by Lauren Renzetti 



Seek the Magic Out 
by Helen Iacovino 
 
to find myself I have to go deep 
along the apple trails,  
among still standing waters, 
through cattails & head-high goldenrod, 
to find the never-ceasing breezes 
of the world’s common breath, 
& the grass lying down 
by the altar of stones, 
to find myself I have to go deep. 
 

go to seek the magic out, seek out 
the third eye floating on the water, 
among the reeds & dragonflies 
where twilight thickly hangs, 
& Coyote descended from the mountains 
brings a whisper, brings a diamond 
following the old paths, long etched 
into this terrain, where I can 
go seek the magic out, go seek. 
 

the water at the centre of the wheel, 
the star-channels & Coyote’s surprises 
meeting in the centre of a star, meeting where 
the door suddenly opens, the landscape  
gathers new light, other worlds dovetail 
into each other, as the still point 
of the water slowly wears its way 
into the waiting mind, into recognition, 
the water at the centre of the wheel. 
 

ever turning, ever over, ever under, 
never matter, always stirring, 
rolling & rolling, timelessly watching 
earth turning over & seasons rolling, 
the star-march in the sky, among waving grasses, 
the spiralling stair & the seashell’s pattern, 
ever turning, ever over, ever under.�

Star trails reflecting in the Unicamp pond – Photo by Jeff Baker 



the leap into the river, the bell 
in the tower, the bell in a cave, 
in the depths of the river, ringing with water, 
in the songs of the crickets & sparrows, 
sounding one note both over & under, 
sounding the note of a world come together, 
in the leap into the river, the bell. 
 

ringing & ringing, sound across space, 
where Coyote walks I will follow, 
a flicker of flames, salamander’s tail, 
a splash, & poplar leaves rustling silver, 
a stone on the path, as the earth shows its colours, 
& Coyote’s ears both over & under 
ringing & ringing, sound across space. 
 

to find myself I have to go deep, 
go to seek the magic out, seek out 
the water at the centre of the wheel, 
ever turning, ever over, ever under, 
the leap into the river, the bell 
ringing & ringing, sound across space –  
to find myself I have to go deep.  

Caves Study, with Marker, by Lauren Renzetti 

At the First Beach, Watercolour, by Lauren Renzetti 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Autumn on Cowpie Hill  
by Helen Iacovino 
 
you are a life-form of the land, 
in these last stirrings of a bygone summer 
with the meadow contours outlined 
by the shadows of an ever-decreasing sun 
which threatens to leave 
these subtle landscapes forever.  
 

you are a life-form of the land, 
seeing past golden hills forever, 
as you sit in the grass 
& merge with the landscape, 
the way bands of geese merge together 
to consider their dangerous journey south, 
or monarch butterflies gather 
on these last goldenrods & asters 
that this sad season can muster 
to cobble their generations together.  

Ever Increasing Sun at Cowpie, Watercolour, by Lauren Renzetti 

now as the sun in its heaviness 
sinks towards ground,  
your urge is to hang on, to stick to life, 
to become the creature 
which earth cannot live without. 
 

so cows will know 
you are the seated shape upon the hilltop, 
so trees will expect you, 
grasses part before your feet, 
geese trust you & clouds know you, 
& the breeze will come 
when it wants a listening ear –  
 

so the world will know you as a fixture 
that’s always there, & always will be there, 
like an unchanging mountain  
that hosts the changing trees: 
you are a life-form of the land.�

Autumn on Cowpie Hill – Photo by Jeff Baker 



The Source 
by Helen Iacovino 
 

on the line between 
comfort and discomfort 
my feet take root on trails, 
light & fleet like chipmunks. 
 

but we are squatters here 
as the forest asserts 
eternal dominance 
& reclaims its world – 
 

the torrents of a cold downpour 
create rivers on sloping paths, 
& as autumn nears, the world 
tilts towards the inhospitable. 
 

Apple Grove by Path , Watercolour, by Lauren Renzetti 

Candles on the Pond, Watercolour pencil and Ink, by Lauren Renzetti 

I like how I grow 
into my forest body –  
but I feel as if I’m walking 
in high heels among the trees –  
I go where the paths used to be, 
but my glasses get foggy 
& with book, umbrella, bag 
I’m carrying too much, 
& there is no place 
to sit without getting wet. 
 

here be mosquitoes and rain 
at the source 
where I steal water from the forest, 
where water pours out of the rock.   



This collection of poetry, art and photography is our gift to 
the Unicamp community in celebration of Unicamp’s 50th 
anniversary. The subject is Unicamp—how the lands and 
the people that make up the Unicamp community nurture 
artistic expression and are a constant source of inspiration 
for us. The stories have been told elsewhere, and re‐told, 
and continue to be told around the campfire, sometimes in 
several different versions—but that is not the scope of this 
booklet. It’s to offer you a small sampling of the art that 
Unicamp continues to inspire.  
 
This is our gift for the future. May Unicamp continue to 
thrive, as new generations walk this land, some growing up 
here and returning throughout their lives. As long as it 
thrives, there is no question that it will continue to inspire.  
The Unitarian Universalist spirit in which it was founded 
remains a bedrock of this place—spiritual exploration, be‐
loved community, loving and respectful stewardship of the 
land on which all of us walk. Happy Birthday! Blessed be. 
 
Created with Love, 
By Jeff Baker, Helen Iacovino, Lauren Renzetti 
Unicamp’s 50th Anniversary, 2019 
www.unicampofontario.ca  

Lauren Renzetti:  Over her more than 36 years as a  
Unicamper, Lauren has taken on various roles: staff 
member; volunteer on the Board of Directors; Family, 
Children’s & Youth Program Facilitator; and most recent‐
ly, Seasonal Camper and Artist in Residence. Lauren has 
helped to create over 80 pieces of art work which are 
installed throughout Unicamp. These works have either 

been made by Lauren herself, or in collaboration with Unicampers of all ages 
& abilities during community art events facilitated by Lauren. Among these 
works are several large‐scale paintings, the result of group efforts often in‐
volving more than two‐hundred pairs of hands. Lauren feels strongly that art 
making in community helps to make a stronger community, and the inherent 
wellbeing of a person is definitely fostered in daily making & creativity.  
Lauren is a Toronto‐based practicing artist, curator, art teacher (at the AGO, 
ARTiculations, Art For Cancer, LucSculpture & Seneca College), and a scenic 
painter in film. You can find her at www.laurenmckinleyrenzetti.ca, LinkedIn, 
FB and Instagram: @artwithlauren. 
 

Helen Iacovino has lived in Toronto for some 35 years. 
She grew up in Montreal and has a BA in English literature 
from McGill. Helen is a poet, an active member of the 
First Unitarian Congregation of Toronto, and a labyrinth 
and Tarot enthusiast. When her children were young, Hel‐
en attended Family Camp at Unicamp for many years 
with her partner Tony and their children Genevieve and 

Adrian. For the past 14 years she has been coming to Unicamp several times 
every summer. Helen’s collection of poems inspired by Tarot cards has been 
published online by North Wind Press, and is also included on her poetry blog 
at www.heleniacovino.wordpress.com. Her poetry has appeared in UU 
World, the CUC website, The Canadian Unitarian, and five Canadian Unitarian 
Council poetry anthologies, as well as a number of poetry journals. For sever‐
al years Helen has been the Poet in Residence at Unicamp. All of her poems 
represent the “growing edge” of something that is being explored.  
 

Jeff Baker: Jeff is a seasonal camper at Unicamp, and is currently in his last 
term (2019‐20) as Communications Chair on the Unicamp Board of Directors. 
Jeff is a primary‐grade schoolteacher with the Toronto District School Board. 
His photographs have appeared in several Unicamp brochures and on the 
Unicamp website. Jeff is grateful for the opportunity to spend many summer 
hours immersed in the natural beauty of Unicamp and its surroundings—an 
ideal place to pause, to re‐connect with the rhythm and flow of nature.  
Online portfolio: www.instagram.com/jeffbbaker. 
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